SERVICE BRIEF Advanced Testing Services

Streamline testing
processes for faster
adoption of innovation
Your organization likely requires extensive testing on your Model N platform when
adopting new builds, modules, release packs, and updates. With Model N Advanced
Testing Services (ATS), you can offload the testing process to our expert team and
significantly reduce the amount of time and cycles required for testing.
Along with providing access to an out-of-the-box test suite, we configure and maintain scripts that fit your specific
controls and requirements, providing an investment that’s reusable for each release pack, hot fix, and update. Our
team of functional and technical testing resources delivers the entire process by maintaining and executing scripts;
maintaining and refreshing the cloud test environment; ensuring test cases follow your business processes; and
securing review and signoff for each test cycle.

Reasons for using ATS

ATS System Integration Testing (SIT)

• You want to reduce the amount of overhead spent

Drastically reduce system integration testing cycles

testing each release or off-cycle build.
• Staff attrition and training issues require significant

ramp-up time for onboarding testers.
• Manual testing creates long testing cycle times.
• You aren’t taking advantage of best practices that

can streamline processes and improve compliance.
• Infrequent updates to test scripts and scenarios

required for seasonal releases. Our fully managed,
audit-ready testing service replaces the need for system
integrators by automating role-based testing, leveraging
proven test scripts, and managing and executing SIT.
Our experienced testers have deep knowledge of our
systems, their functionality, and industry best practices
related to testing our application. Because our testers

and insufficient test documentation result in heavy

do not need to be trained on Model N, our testing

lifting during testing cycles.

scopes are comprehensive and capable of identifying
possible defects. Should any issues be identified,
direct access to Model N’s product development team
ensures prompt and effective resolution.
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SERVICE BRIEF Advanced Testing Services

ATS Off-Cycle Testing
Reduce reliance on manual testing for new builds, release packs, or hot fixes. Our off-cycle testing services
reduce the time and cycles required to accept new changes and features into your Model N platform – while
ensuring adherence to required organizational controls.
Relevant subsets of proven testing scripts are applied to builds outside of standard seasonal releases. The
managed service subscription is structured to run a defined set of builds per year, for example, one per quarter.

Benefits of ATS


Accelerate the adoption of new features and functionality.



Reduce the time, money, and effort spent on testing.



Apply a predictable process to each release.



Mitigate risk and ensure adherence to company-specific testing requirements.

About Model N Value Application Services
ATS is just one of the many Application Services offered by Model N. These high-tech technical services
drive adoption and value realization, while aligning your application to your business’s changing needs.
Our technical and operational experts ensure your application performs as required and maintains data
integrity – so your IT team can focus on supporting the business in more strategic ways.
We can help you achieve organizational flexibility, operational excellence, and greater value from Model N.
LEARN MORE 

Dramatically decrease your testing efforts.
Schedule a meeting to learn more about ATS.

GET STARTED
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